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1. Introduction
CList (Collaborative Lists) is a web tool that allows users to share and manage the 
results of collaborative searches.  This project is an initiative of the ResultsSpace project, 
an NSF-sponsored project (grant IIS 0812363) started in the fall of 2008 at the School of 
Information and Library Science at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.  
While ResultsSpace focuses on collaborative information seeking, CList is designed to be 
a “light-weight” tool for information sharing.  
 
The design of this tool is influenced in part by the results of a survey conducted by Capra 
et al. (2010). The objective of the survey was to study the practices that users employ and 
the tools they use for exploratory search. Around 80% of the survey respondents cited 
„email‟ as a mean to share their search results and collaborate with others. The emails 
often consisted of their findings in terms of links and their personalized notes. Although 
web browsers provide „Email this link‟ functionality, electronic note-taking is not always 
an easy task in these cases. Also users mentioned emailing multiple links at the same 
time. This behavior, along with other responses on the survey suggested a need to have a 
“light-weight” tool to facilitate sharing information found from searches. 
 
The CList tool is designed to facilitate this type of information sharing. To leverage the 
popularity and familiarity of social networking sites, we designed CList to have some of 
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the feel of a social networking site by including features such as user profile pictures, 
images for URLs, and the ability to comment on items. We have tried to support useful 
features for collaborative information seeking using familiar interface elements. 
 
The CList tool is centered around the concept of „Lists‟. A list can be of any search 
activity – planning a trip with your family, gathering more information on a particular 
disease, sharing favorite movies etc.  A list consists of items that the users of the list add. 
These individual items often but not always consist of a URL and a description in user‟s 
own words. Other users with sufficient privileges can view and comment on these items.  
 
Initial implementation of the CList project was done by Adam Mack. I was involved in 
the system design as a team member from the beginning, and for this Master‟s paper 
project, I added functionality and extended the implementation beyond the initial work.  
In this paper, I will give an overview of the entire system, but focus in the 
Implementation section on the new components and features that I added. 
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2. Use Cases 
2.1Use Case 1 – Create a list and add collaborators 
Beth, Ketan and Adam are planning a trip to Boston. They have been surfing the web 
to gather information about the journey and things to do once they reach Boston. To share 
the gathered information, they decide to use the CList tool. Beth logs into the CList 
system (Fig. 2a) and creates a new list called „Trip to Boston‟ by typing into the „Enter 
new list‟ area below „My Lists‟(Fig. 2b).  
                                                                                      
Figure 2a 
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 Figure 2b 
 
The system then allows her to give permissions to other users to view and/or edit the list 
(Fig. 2c). Since Ketan will be adding to the list, she gives him „View & Edit‟ 
permissions. Since Adam will only be viewing the list, she does not give him „Edit‟ 
permissions. Beth knows that as they add items to the list, they will want to rank them, so 
she uses the list creation screen to add a new metadata field called “Rank” that has a 
numeric data type (Fig 2c). 
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 Figure 2c 
  
 
2.2Use case 2 – Add an item directly to the list 
Beth wants to add a webpage that gives information about „cheap flights‟. She 
logs in to the system with her credentials, goes to the main page, clicks on the „Trip to 
Boston‟ list on the left side (Fig. 2d). The list contents are displayed (currently the list is 
empty) followed by a text box and an add button (indicated by a “+”) under the label 
„Add new item to list‟. She enters the name of the item in the text box and clicks on the + 
button. A form opens (Fig. 2e). On that form, she enters the URL of the page and fills the 
„Description‟ and the „Ranking‟ metadata field. She then clicks on „Add to List‟.  
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Figure 2d 
 
 Figure 2e 
 
The item is now added to the list and displayed at the top of the list items (Fig. 2f). Later, 
Ketan logs into the system and selects the „Trip to Boston‟ list. He views the item that 
Beth added and decides to comment on it. He clicks on a text box underneath the „Cheap 
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Flight‟ item and writes the comment inside (Fig. 2f). He then clicks on the + button to 
add the comment. The page refreshes and shows Ketan‟s comment below Beth‟s item 
(Fig. 2g).  Note that initially, the comment textbox has „Add your comment here‟ written 
in it as shadow text (Fig. 2g). 
 Figure 2f 
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 Figure 2g 
Later, Adam views the item (Fig. 2h) as well and wants to comment too. However, since 
he has only „view‟ permission, the interface does not display the text box with the text 
„Add your comment here‟ written inside it.  
 Figure 2h 
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2.3 Use Case 3 –Add an item by clicking on the bookmarklet 
Ketan keeps coming across web pages that could be added as items in the above-
mentioned list. However, he does not want to copy the URL, log in to the system and 
create a new item with that URL every single time he encounters a relevant webpage. So 
he decides to use the „Bookmarklet‟ functionality that CList provides. 
The bookmarklet is a link labeled „Add to CoLists‟ and is visible on the left side of the 
CList main page below the „Links‟ header (Fig. 2i).  
 Figure 2i 
 
This link can be dragged and dropped onto a users‟ browser bookmark toolbar. Once 
there, the bookmarklet acts as a shortcut to add a webpage as an item to any of the lists 
for which the user has edit permission. To use the functionality, Ketan drags the 
bookmaklet from the “Links” section of the page and drops it on the bookmarks bar in his 
browser (Fig. 2j). 
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Figure 2j 
            
 Later, upon visiting a relevant URL, he clicks on that bookmarklet. A pop-up browser 
window opens showing the page title as Item Name, a text box to write description, the 
page URL, an image selector with buttons for navigation and a drop down with a listing 
of all the lists that the user can contribute an item to (Fig. 2k). Ketan selects „Trip to 
Boston‟ from the dropdown. The „Rank‟ field appears above the list name. He enters a 
value for the rank, selects an image to represent the page using the image selector, and 
clicks on the „Add to List‟ button.  
                    
Figure 2k 
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The pop-up window displays a message saying that the item is successfully submitted 
and a „Close Window‟ button  (Fig. 2m). Ketan clicks the button to close the pop-up 
window. The item gets added to the „Trip to Boston‟ list. 
                                                                                                                
Figure 2m 
 
2.4 Use Case 4 –View and sort the items in a list in a Grid View 
Beth wants to view the items in the „Trip to Boston‟ list in a tabular form to get an 
overview of all the data stored in the list. She logs in to CList, clicks on the list name on 
the left side and once the list is open, clicks on the „Grid View‟ link on the top (Fig. 2n).  
 Figure 2n 
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The page then displays the items in the list in a tabular form (Fig. 2p) with the following 
columns – Check box, Item Name, Created By, Created On, any user-created metadata 
fields for the list (in this case „Rank‟) and a drop down box with the following options - 
„delete‟ and  „move to list‟. Upon looking at the list in a tabular form, Beth realizes that 
she needs to make some changes to the list. One of the items in the list is a webpage that 
shows special offers by a hotel. However, they have already decided on a hotel so the 
item is now redundant to the list and thus needs to be deleted. To do this, she selects the 
check box for the item and then selects the „Delete‟ option from the dropdown (Fig. 2p). 
The item gets deleted. 
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 Figure 2p 
 
 She also realizes that another item with a link to the IMDB page for the movie „Good 
Will Hunting‟ actually belongs to the „Movies for Weekend‟ list although it is mostly 
filmed in Boston. She selects that item and from the dropdown selects the option „Move 
to another list‟. A second dropdown appears with the list names that Beth has privileges 
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to add an item (Fig. 2q). She clicks on the „Movies for Weekend‟ list and the item gets 
moved to the selected list. 
 Figure 2q 
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2.5 Use Case 5 –Change the list settings (permissions and 
metadata fields) 
Adam has confirmed that he will be attending the trip to Boston. So now he wants 
to add new items and comment on existing ones. He needs the „View & Edit‟ permission 
to the „Trip to Boston‟ list to do so. To fix this, Beth opens the list and clicks on the „List 
Settings‟ link on the top (Fig. 2r). It opens the Settings page (Fig. 2s). The Settings page 
allows the user to manage the list. This includes changing the user permissions and 
adding/removing metadata fields. The settings page displays a table with user names and 
columns for assigning „view‟ and „view & edit‟ permissions. She clicks on the „view & 
edit‟ radio button in front of Adam‟ name and then clicks on „Submit‟. This changes the 
list permission for Adam from View to View & Edit.  
While she is still on the Settings page, Beth realizes that she and Ketan have been 
commenting about what day they should visit a particular place or do an activity. To 
make things more organized, she decides to create a new metadata fields named „Day‟. 
To do this, she scrolls down the page to the Metadata Fields section and enters „Day‟ in 
the text box next to the text „Field Name‟. She then selects the data type for the field by 
clicking on the dropdown box and then on „Text‟. She then clicks on the „Add Fields‟ 
button. This creates a new metadata field called „Day‟ for the list „Trip to Boston‟ and is 
visible in the Metadata Fields table (Fig. 2t). 
She then scrolls back to the top of the page and clicks on the „Return‟ link to go back to 
the main page. 
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 Figure 2r 
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Figure 2s 
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Figure 2t 
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3. Database Design 
The data that gets entered and displayed in CList is stored in a relational database. 
A MySQL database is used for this purpose. The Entity-Relationship diagram in Figure 4 
depicts the entities in the database along with their relationship with each other and some 
of their important attributes. 
Here are some of the important entities and relationships mentioned in the E-R diagram 
shown in Figure 3. 
Entities  
 Users – Stores information about CList users such as user name, first name, last 
name, and image. 
 List – Stores list information- creation time, name 
 Items – Stores item information- creation time, name, URL and image. 
 Meta_Fields- Stores user-created metadata fields information- field name, data 
type, what list the field belongs to, creation time etc. 
 Meta_Values – Stores metadata values. 
Relationships 
 Users CREATE Lists – This relationship stores the owner information of each list 
created. The userID of the owner is stored in the creatorID field. The owner has 
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all the permissions on the created list by default. Only the owner can assign 
permissions to other users for the created list. 
 Users HAVE PERMISSION ON Lists – This relationship keeps track of what 
permissions users of each list have. The permissions are stored as numbers and 
are mandated at the programming level. The mapping of the permissions to 
numbers is as follows: View = 1, View & Edit = 2. If the user doesn‟t have   
permission for a list, no entry is made in the database. 
  Items HAVE Meta_Values for Meta_Fields – This is a ternary relationship that 
associates metadata values to their corresponding metadata fields and the items 
for which the values are inserted. This relationship helps in appropriately 
displaying (by considering the metadata fields they belong to) the metadata values 
for each item in the user interface. 
 Users POST Items in Lists – This is a ternary relationship which keeps track of 
which users have created what items in what lists. Only the users who are owners 
or have „view & edit‟ permissions can post items to lists. This constraint is not 
placed at the database level but is mandated at the application level. This allows 
the functionality of giving the item creators the option to delete their items.  
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Figure 3 
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Features of the ER Diagram: 
 A user can create a list and also contribute to a list. It depends on what 
permissions the user has for the list. The list owner decides the permissions. The 
permissions are of three types. View, View & Edit and No Permissions. Storing 
the permissions as numbers (as explained before) allows the developer to have 
scope for adding new user roles and permissions in the future.  
 A list can have items.  Items can be contributed by users who also can comment 
on them. 
 A list can also have metadata fields. These are created by list owners and store the 
field name and the data types for the fields. The data types are stored as numbers 
as well and their mapping to the actual data types is handled at the application 
layer. The details of the mapping and their enforcement at the application layer 
are explained in the implementation section. 
 An item from a list can have a value for a metadata field. Whether the list that the 
item is from has that metadata field is not checked at the database level. It is dealt 
with at the application layer. The value will be of the data type stored in the 
metadata field table. This value is stored in the Meta_Values table. The data type 
for the value stored is varchar. Thus the data type validation takes place at the 
application layer and only the data compatible with the metadata field is stored in 
the Meta_Values table. 
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 Both an item and a user have images associated with them. They are stored as 
BLOB (binary large objects) in the respective tables in the database. This is not 
shown in the ER diagram (Figure 3).  
 
Relational Model  
Following is the relational model for the system – 
Users (userID, userName) 
Lists (listID, listName,createTime,creatorID(FK)) 
Items (itemID, title,body,createTime,creatorID(FK), listID(FK)) 
Comments (commentID, body,createTime,creatorID(FK), itemID(FK)) 
ListPerms (userID(FK), listID(FK), permission) 
Meta_Fields(fieldID, listID(FK), fieldName, fieldType) 
Meta_Values (metadataID, fieldID(FK), itemID(FK), fieldValue) 
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Sample Queries 
Following queries demonstrate the most common examples of the queries that the 
database will execute.  
 
1 Create a new list  
INSERT INTO LISTS (listID, listName, createTime, creatorID) VALUES (null, „Trip to 
Boston, NOW(), 5); 
This would create a new list named „Trip to Boston‟. It would also store the list creator‟s 
id -5. 
 
2 Assign permissions for the list  
View Permission 
INSERT INTO LISTPERMS (userID, listID, permission) VALUES (3, 17, '1'); 
This would give „view‟ permission (1) to the user with userID  = 3 on the list with listID 
= 17. 
Edit Permission 
INSERT INTO LISTPERMS (userID, listID, permission) VALUES (6, 17, '2'); 
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This would give „view & edit‟ permission (2) to the user with userID  = 6 on the list with 
listID = 17. 
 
3 Create metadata fields for the newly created list 
INSERT INTO METAFIELDS(fieldID, listID, fieldName, fieldType) values (NULL, 17, 
„Ranking‟, 1); 
This would create a metadata field called „Ranking‟ for the list with listID = 17. It would 
have „Numeric‟ as its data type (1). 
 
4 Add a metadata value to an item  
 INSERT INTO  META_VALUES (metadataID, fieldID, itemID, fieldValue) values 
(NULL, 4, 13, „9‟ ); 
This would insert a value of „9‟ for the metadata field with fieldID =4  for an item with 
itemID= 13.  
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4. Implementation 
Adam Mack did the initial development of the system and implemented some of 
the functionalities mentioned in the use case scenarios. My part of the system 
implementation can be broadly divided into the following sections. 
 Main Page  
 Bookmarklet Page 
 List settings Page 
For each of the sections mentioned above, I will describe some of the functionalities that 
I implemented.  
4.1 Main Page 
The main page is rendered by multiple files. The mapping is shown in Fig. 4a.  
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Figure 4a 
Of the functionalities present on the main page, I implemented the „Sort By‟ (for the list 
view) and „Grid View‟ functionalities. Their details are as follows.  
4.1.1 Sort By 
The „sort by‟ functionality is currently available in the list view only. It allows the 
user to sort the items for the selected list by the following fields.  
 Date Created 
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 Item Name 
 Metadata Fields (if any) 
The sort by field can be changed using the drop down highlighted in Fig. 4b. It shows the 
list „Trip to Boston‟ sorted by the „Rank‟ metadata field, in order from lowest to highest.  
The „rank‟ field is not visible in the drop down next to the „sort by‟ text though.   
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Figure 4b 
The implementation is as follows.  
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Once the user selects one of the options from the „Sort By‟ dropdown, the form that 
includes the dropdown is submitted.  
When the page reloads, it checks for the „sortby‟ parameter passed by the POST array. 
Once the sortby variable is populated, it is used to construct the SQL query to fetch the 
records ordered by the sortby parameter. The parameter is either one of the default 
parameters (itemName, date etc.) or a metadata field. The query for the default 
parameters is a straight forward one and depends on whether or not the user has selected 
to show archived items or not. The bind_param function in mysql does not support 
binding an „order by‟ parameter. So the „sortby‟ functionality currently does not work 
with the default parameters such as „item name‟,‟created on‟ etc.  A solution is to 
construct these queries using regular query statements rather than prepared statements. 
Once this is done, the functionality should work for all the options. Queries for both cases 
are shown in Code Segment 1a (these are the prepared statement queries that need to be 
modified to be run as regular query statements). 
//if user has clicked on ‘view archived items’ select the 
archived //items too 
 
if ($view_archived=='1')  
{ 
 $posts_query = "SELECT i.itemid, i.creatorid, i.title, 
i.body, i.url, i.image, i.createtime, i.archived, 
u.firstname,u.lastname, u.picture FROM items i, users u WHERE 
u.userid=i.creatorid AND i.listid=? ORDER BY i.archived, ?"; 
}  
  
//else show only the non-archived ones 
else  
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{ 
 $posts_query = "SELECT i.itemid, i.creatorid, i.title, 
i.body, i.url, i.image, i.createtime, i.archived, u.firstname, 
u.lastname, u.picture FROM items i, users u WHERE 
u.userid=i.creatorid AND i.listid=? AND i.archived='0' ORDER BY 
?"; 
} 
Code Segment 1a – getListItems.php 
For the metadata fields, the values are selected from one column only, just the 
corresponding field ID is changed. Thus the query does not need an ORDER BY 
parameter to be a bind-parameter. Again in this case, the „view_archived‟ condition is 
checked. The rest of the query is as shown in the code segment 1b. 
 
$posts_query = "SELECT i.itemid, i.creatorid, i.title, i.body, 
i.url, i.image, i.createtime, i.archived, u.firstname,u.lastname, 
u.picture, v.field_value FROM items i, users u, meta_values v 
WHERE u.userid=i.creatorid AND v.fieldnum=? AND 
v.itemnum=i.itemid AND i.listid=? ORDER BY i.archived, 
v.field_value"; 
Code Segment 1b – getListItems.php 
 
4.1.2 Switching between List View and Grid View -    
In Figure 5b, clicking the link „Grid View‟ will load the same list in a grid view. At that 
point, the link text changes to „List View‟. On clicking it, the list view is restored. This is 
achieved by code segment 2a. 
//changes the text of the ‘change_view’ element to ‘List View’ 
function grid_view() 
{ 
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 document.getElementById("loadcontent").style.display="none"
; 
 document.getElementById("gridview").style.display=""; 
 document.getElementById("change_view").innerHTML="List 
View"; 
} 
//switches from the existing view to the other view 
function change_view() 
{ 
 if(document.getElementById("change_view").innerHTML == 
"Grid View") 
 { 
 document.getElementById("loadcontent").style.display="none"
; 
 document.getElementById("gridview").style.display=""; 
 document.getElementById("change_view").innerHTML="List 
View"; 
 } 
 else 
 { 
 document.getElementById("loadcontent").style.display=""; 
 document.getElementById("gridview").style.display="none"; 
 document.getElementById("change_view").innerHTML="Grid 
View"; 
 } 
} 
Code Segment 2a – main.php 
 
The following code block shows the „Grid View‟ link. 
//by default, shows the text as ‘Grid View’ 
echo "<span ><a id='change_view' 
href='javascript:change_view()'>Grid View</a></span><br/>"; 
Code Segment 2b – getListItems.php 
 
4.1.3 Grid view 
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The grid view as shown in Fig. 2p consists of the following columns- „Select‟, „Item‟, 
„Created By‟, „Created On‟, Metadata fields (if any), and a dropdown with „Move To 
Another List‟ and „Delete‟ as options. Each checkbox stores a name-value pair 
corresponding to a value of its relative location in the grid and the ID of the item the 
checkbox corresponds to. This is achieved by initializing a local variable $counter to 1, 
assigning it to every check box and incrementing its value in between.  
echo "<input type='checkbox' name='item_$counter' value=$postid 
/>"; 
 
This code assigns the names to checkboxes as item_1, item_2 etc. To identify what item 
that really is, they are assigned the itemID as their value. Hence a checkbox for an item 
with id 43 would have the following key-value pair -    
Name:  item_4   Value:  43. 
To keep a track of how many items are displayed, the value of $counter is assigned to a 
div tag as well. This makes sure that the final value of $counter is available and can be 
passed through the GET array as well. 
echo"<input type='hidden' name='totalItems' value='$counter' />"; 
 
The item description is rendered as a tooltip to the item name. The metadata field names 
are first queried and added in the table headers and the values are later fetched for each of 
the items. The dropdown allows the user to delete the checked items and move them to 
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another list. The sequence of actions that take place when a user selects one of the 
options from the drop down is shown in the flow chart in Figure 4c. 
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Figure 4c 
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 When the user clicks on the „Delete‟option, the performAction() function (code 
segment 3b) is called. The function submits the „gridAction‟ form (code segment 3a) and 
the selected items are deleted by the code block in main.php. The code that implements 
this functionality is shown in code segments below. 
The gridAction form comprises of the whole of grid view including the check 
boxes. Part of its declaration is shown in code segment 3a. 
//the ‘gridAction’ form  
echo "<form name='gridAction'  action='main.php' method='get'>"; 
echo "<input type='hidden' name='view' value='grid' />"; 
echo "<input type='hidden' name='listid' value='$selected_list' 
/>"; 
echo "<tr><th>Select</th> 
<th>Item</th> 
<th>Created By</th> 
<th>Created On</th>"; 
//mysqli query to fetch the metadata field information 
while ($getmeta -> fetch())  
{ 
 echo "<th>$field</th>"; 
} 
echo "<th><select name='itemListID' onchange='performAction()'> 
          <option value='na'></option> 
      <option value='delete'>Delete</option> 
          <option value='move'>Move To Another List</option> 
</select>"; 
echo "<div id='moveToList' style='display:none'>" 
echo "<select name='moveToListID' 
onchange='performMoveAction()'>"; 
Code Segment 3a – getGridView.php 
As shown in the flowchart (fig. 4c), if the user has clicked on the „delete‟ button, the form 
gets submitted which means that all the selected check box key-value pairs (belonging to 
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the items the user has chosen to delete) are sent to the main.php script on the server in a 
GET array. 
//the javascript that submits the form when delete is selected 
function performAction() 
{ 
 var w = document.gridAction.itemListID.selectedIndex; 
 var gridAction = 
document.gridAction.itemListID.options[w].value; 
 if (gridAction !='na') 
 { 
 
//if ‘move’ is selected, display the dropdown list of all the 
lists //that the user can move the item to   
           if(gridAction =='move') 
  { 
       document.getElementById("moveToList").style.display = 
""; 
  } 
 
//else submit the form 
  else 
  document.forms["gridAction"].submit(); 
 } 
 else 
 { 
 
 document.getElementById("moveToList").style.display="none"; 
 } 
} 
Code Segment 3b – getGridView.php 
The main.php script iterates through the GET array‟s indexes. These indexes start with 1 
and end with the value of the final value of $counter. Hence the loop checks if any of the 
items have been passed through the GET array. So if the fourth item in the grid is passed, 
it would be fetched when $i in Code Segment 3c increments to 4. 
If (isset($_GET[item_4])) {..do the subsequent action..} 
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If any such items are found, the check box values (that store the item ID) are used in a 
SQL query to delete the item from the database. This completes the process of deleting 
the item. 
elseif(isset($_GET['itemListID']) && $list_perms>1) 
{ 
 $itemCount = $_GET['totalItems']; 
 if($_GET['itemListID'] =='delete') 
 { 
  for($i=1;$i<=$itemCount;$i++) 
  { 
   if(isset($_GET['item_'.$i])) 
   { 
//code that iterates through the selected items, and deletes each 
of them  
Code Segment 3c – main.php 
 
If the user chooses the „Move To Another List‟ option, another drop-down is made 
visible. This dropdown contains the names of all the lists that the user can add an item to. 
Following is the line from Code Segment 3b that does this. 
document.getElementById("moveToList").style.display = ""; 
Code Segment 3d – getGridView.php 
 
Once the user selects one of the lists from this dropdown and clicks on it, an onSelect 
event calls the peroformMoveAction javascript function.  
echo "<div id='moveToList' style='display:none'>"; 
echo "<select name='moveToListID' 
onchange='performMoveAction()'>"; 
Code Segment 3e – getGridView.php 
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The function hides the second dropdown and submits the form. The items that are 
selected and the list to which they are to be moved are sent from the GET array. The code 
for the function and the corresponding code in main.php is shown in code segments 3f 
and 3g. 
function performMoveAction() 
{ 
 document.getElementById("moveToList").style.display="none"; 
 document.forms["gridAction"].submit(); 
}  
Code Segment 3f – getGridView.php 
 
else if(($_GET['itemListID'] =='move')&& 
isset($_GET['moveToListID'])) 
{ 
 $newListID = $_GET['moveToListID']; 
 for($i=1;$i<=$itemCount;$i++) 
 { 
  if(isset($_GET['item_'.$i])) 
  { 
//code that iterates through the selected items, and moves each 
of //them to the ‘moveToListID’ list 
Code Segment 3g – main.php 
The iteration works in pretty much the same way as that for the „Delete‟ option. The only 
difference is that, for a „Move‟ option, the list ID to which the items are to be moved is 
passed in the GET array and fetched by the main.php script and is later used in a SQL 
query to change the list ID for the selected items to the new list ID. This completes the 
process of moving the item to the selected list. 
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$itemID = $_GET['item_'.$i]; 
$moveitem_query =  "UPDATE items SET listid = ? WHERE itemid=?"; 
$move_item ->bind_param("ii",$newListID,$itemID); 
Code Segment 3h – main.php 
 
4.2 List settings Page 
The list settings page is rendered using two php files – editPermission.php and 
editMetadata.php. The code mapping could be seen in Figure 4d.   
I implemented the following two functionalities in this section. 
 Edit Permissions 
 Delete Metadata Fields 
The implementation of these functionalities is straight forward and hence is not covered 
here.  
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Figure 4d 
 
4.3 Bookmarklet Page 
The bookmarklet page is rendered by the bookmarklet.php file. I have implemented the 
following functionalities for the bookmarklet page. 
 Image Selector  
 Dynamic Display of New Metadata Fields 
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4.3.1 Image Selector  
The image selector (Fig. 2j), shows the user some of the images present on the 
webpage that the user is trying to add as an item. This is achieved by parsing the HTML 
source of the webpage, selecting the desired „img‟ tags, fetching those tags, storing them 
as an array, displaying them on the page one image at a time with navigation buttons to 
go previous and next. The image that is present/visible on the screen when the user 
submits the item, gets added to the item.  
The parsing is achieved by using an external open-source program called „Simple HTML 
DOM Parser‟ referenced in the bookmarklet.php page as shown in Code Segment 4a. 
require "simple_html_dom.php"; 
Code Segment 4a – bookmarklet.php 
This file contains an API that provides functions that use the DOM (Document Object 
Model) parser.  These functions make it easier to search for image tags. They also 
support parsing image tags filtered by image extensions. First only the images with a jpg 
extension are searched and added in the array. Only if there are no jpg images, is the page 
scanned for images with a gif extension. The reason behind this is that jpg is a widely 
used format for images that are content-rich and hence have more probability of 
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representing the page content by means of an image. Code segment 4b shows the parsing 
and storage of the image tags in the $matches array. 
$html = file_get_html($newitemurl); 
$matches = array(); 
$counter =0; 
// Finds all the images with a jpg extension 
foreach($html->find('img[src*=jpg]') as $element) 
{ 
$matches[$counter] = $element->src; 
 $counter++; 
} 
 
//if there are no images with a jpg extension, finds all the 
images with a gif extension 
if($counter<1) 
{ 
 foreach($html->find('img[src*=gif]') as $element) 
 { 
  $matches[$counter] = $element->src; 
  $counter++; 
} 
} 
Code Segment 4b – bookmarklet.php 
 
The $html->find function returns the image source links (URL) that are stored in a 
„matches‟ array and are accessed by their index which is a „counter‟ variable value.  To 
ensure that the image display is more uniform, only the images‟ URLs are fetched. The 
size is assigned to images programmatically by my code.  
Before the final image tags could be created, it is important to check if the URL is a 
relative or an absolute one. If it is relative, then it needs to be made absolute in order to 
access the image it points to. This is achieved by appending the website URL at the 
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beginning of the relative URL. The PHP parsing functions that make this possible are 
shown in code segment 4c. 
for($i=0;$i<count($matches);$i++) 
{ 
//retrieves the website name from the URL by fetching the 
substring starting after the first //occurrence of ‘//’ and 
ending before the first occurrence of ‘/’ from the starting 
position   
 $position = stripos($newitemurl, "/", 
stripos($newitemurl,"//")+2); 
 $website = substr($newitemurl,0,$position); 
//if the image source URL starts with a ‘/’, it means it is a 
relative URL. To make it an //absolute URL, replace the ‘/’ in 
the beginning with the website name. 
 if((substr($matches[$i],0,1))=='/') 
{ 
  $matches[$i] = 
substr_replace($matches[$i],$website."/",0,1); 
 } 
//if the image source URL has no ’/’ in the beginning, but still 
is a relative URL, add the //website name and a ‘/’ after that to 
convert the URL to an absolute one. 
 else if ((substr($matches[$i],0,4))!='http') 
 { 
  $matches[$i] = $website."/".$matches[$i]; 
 } 
 
Code Segment 4c – bookmarklet.php 
 
Once we are sure that all the URLs are now absolute, image tags are created out of the 
URLs by adding the height and width to them as follows. 
$matches[$i] = addslashes("img src ='".$matches[$i]."' 
id='".$i."'"." height ='150' width='150' 
style='display:none;visibility:hidden'"); 
Code Segment 4d – bookmarklet.php 
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After this, all the image tags are concatenated in one string and echoed on screen. All the 
image tags are coded to be hidden by default. When they are echoed on screen, a body 
onload function gets called that makes the first image visible.  
//Create a string by concatenating all the image URL strings and 
buttons to view the next and //previous images.  
$image = ''; 
$image .= "<div id='imgselector'>"; 
for($i=0;$i<count($matches);$i++) 
{ 
 $image .= "<"; 
 $image .= stripslashes($matches[$i]); 
 $image .= "/>"; 
} 
$image .= "</div>"; 
// the goNext() and goPrev() javascript functions are called upon 
clicking the buttons 
$image .= "<button type='button' id ='goPrev' 
onclick='goPrev()'><</button>"; 
$image .= "<button type='button' id='goNext' 
onclick='goNext()'>></button>";   
$image .= "<input type='hidden' id='current_image_count' 
value='0'>"; 
$image .= "<input type='hidden' id='total_image_count' value= 
'".count($matches)."'>";  
echo $image; 
 
Code Segment 4e – bookmarklet.php 
 
function initialize_image_selector() 
{ 
//if there are no images to display, hide the goPrev and goNext 
buttons 
 if(document.getElementById("total_image_count").value ==0) 
 { 
 
 document.getElementById("goPrev").style.display='none'; 
 
 document.getElementById("goNext").style.display='none'; 
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 } 
//else display the first image (the others are already hidden) 
and assign its URL as a value 
//to a POST variable named ‘itemimage’ 
 Else 
 { 
 document.getElementById(0).style.visibility=''; 
 document.getElementById(0).style.display=''; 
 document.getElementById("itemimage").value = 
document.getElementById(0).src; 
} 
}   
Code Segment 4f – bookmarklet.php 
 
The navigation between the images is achieved using the < and > buttons. Following 
code describes how the onclick event of > button is written. 
function goNext() 
{ 
 var y 
=document.getElementById("current_image_count").value; 
//if current image is not the last image 
 if ((y) < 
((document.getElementById("total_image_count").value)-1)) 
 {  
  document.getElementById(y).style.visibility='hidden'; 
  document.getElementById(y).style.display='none'; 
  y++; 
  document.getElementById("current_image_count").value 
=y; 
  document.getElementById("itemimage").value = 
document.getElementById(y).src; 
  document.getElementById(y).style.visibility=''; 
  document.getElementById(y).style.display=''; 
 
 document.getElementById("goPrev").removeAttribute("disabled
"); 
   } 
//else disable the ‘>’ button 
 else 
   { 
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 document.getElementById("goNext").setAttribute("disabled","
true"); 
   } 
} 
 
Code Segment 4g – bookmarklet.php 
 
This way, only one image is made visible at a time, keeping others hidden. When the 
form is submitted, the URL of the visible image gets sent to the script that adds the item 
to the database. The script fetches the selected image from the webpage being added, and 
stores it in the database as a BLOB data. We figured that it would be better to cache the 
image that the user has selected and store it in our database instead of depending on the 
webpage to provide the image, which it may fail to do in the future.  
The code block on submit.php for fetching the image from the webpage is as follows.  
if (isset($_POST['itemimage']) && $_POST['itemimage']!='') 
{ 
 $image_url = $_POST['itemimage']; 
 $addimage = file_get_contents($image_url); 
} 
Code Segment 4h – submit.php 
 
4.3.2 Dynamic Display of New Metadata Fields 
The bookmarklet page has a dropdown that shows the user the lists that the user can add 
an item to (Fig. 2k). If the user selects a list that has a metadata field that can be filled 
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while creating a new item, this code block dynamically adds that field on the page. This 
is achieved as follows. 
When the user clicks on one of the list items, fetchMetadataFields() a javascript function 
is called as shown in code segment 4i.  
function fetchMetadataFields() 
{ 
 var w = document.inputForm.itemListID.selectedIndex; 
 var listID = 
document.inputForm.itemListID.options[w].value; 
 $("#test").load("bookmarklet.php #test", {mylist: listID}); 
} 
</script> 
Code Segment 4i – bookmarklet.php 
The function fetches the ID of the list the user selected and sends the information to a div 
tag named „test‟ on the same page without re-loading the page. This is achieved by the 
function $.load. It is a jquery function that fetches the data sent by the server (in this case 
the listID) and loads it into the matched element which in this case is a div tag named 
„test‟. 
Once the List ID is fetched in the div tag, it is then used by the bookmarklet.php script on 
the server side to query the metadata tables to get the metadata fields associated with the 
list and their data types. This information is stored in a single variable ($abc) by 
concatenation as follows. 
 
while ($get_meta->fetch())  
{ 
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      switch ($ftype)  
      { 
  case 1: 
//stores the html script for the metadata field in a single 
variable // by concatenation 
  $abc .= "<p>$field_name: <input type='checkbox' 
name='metadata$field_id' /></p>"; 
   break; 
      case 2: 
 //similar code for other metadata types 
Code Segment 4j – bookmarklet.php 
 
The content of the $abc variable is then sent back to the client side and reloaded into the 
„test‟ tag as follows.  
<div id='test'><?php echo $abc; ?></div> 
Code Segment 4k – bookmarklet.php 
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5. Future Work 
The future work for the project can be considered along two dimensions –  
5.1 Extending the current functionalities 
Some of the current functionalities are in development. They could be completed as 
follows. 
o Sorting functionality in grid view 
The sorting functionality in the grid view will be similar to that in the list 
view. Once the above-mentioned changes are done to the functionality in list view, 
similar code could be written to implement it in the grid view. 
 
o ‘Add new metadata field’ on Bookmarklet page 
Currently the bookmarklet page displays metadata field for respective lists. 
However, once on the bookmarklet page, if the user wants to create a new 
metadata field and then add a value to it, she cannot do it. Although the 
functionality is already implemented and is visible in the „List Settings Page‟ 
section, it is not provided in the bookmarklet page. To do this, the same code 
block could be referenced or reused.  
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5.2 Adding new functionalities 
To proceed towards creating a  web tool that will allow the users to effectively 
share and fetch search results, the following functionalities could be added to the system. 
o Metadata Fields  
   The current metadata fields can be of only three types – Boolean, numeric 
and textual. To make the functionality more effective, some default fields could be added 
such as Ranking, Ratings, Like etc. Graphical representation and upper and lower limits 
could be provided for these fields to make the user interface more user-friendly and 
effective.  
o New Users 
 Currently only the system developer can add new users. A basic 
functionality to add new users and store their credentials in the database could be 
implemented.  
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